INTRODUCTION
The city of Banjar is a developing city. As it is a strategic city seen from its position which is located in theinter-province of West Java and Central Java. As a township, this city provides public facilities for business and trading infrastructures. Overall, the business in Banjar City was dominated by trading, agriculture, and plantation business.
The increasing number of businesses in Banjar City leads to higher demand of accommodation in the city as well. If seen from the lodging sector, this city has several hotels which classified as 'Melati Hotel', and home-based lodging. Based on data from "Bappeda Kota Banjar", there are 10 lodgings in Banjar City (Bappeda Kota Banjar, 2016) . The lodging in Banjar City is a like hotel like we mentioned above Melati class and most of them are dominated by resident's houses which formed become lodging. There are two Melati hotels' class that are fully furnished hotel and Banjar Indah Hotel. Generally, these hotels will accommodate tourists and business people who visit Banjar City.
Two-star' hotel in Banjar City is equal with a low-budget hotel that is booming in the big cities. The budget hotel attracts the investors in hospitality areas because of the less cost investment if you compare with star hotel and high occupation when the hotel is already existing. Indonesia has so many regions that attract the investor to build a budget hotel such as sub-urban region, big city, and small city; which is the purpose as a destination place or city that has excellent potential in business, economic, and trade area. Based on the number of guests, Hotel in Jakarta, West Java and Bali still become an attraction for the investors to open a hospitality business (Dicky Sumarsono, 2014) . Therefore, this research will be focusing on the industry of 'two-star' hotel (low budget hotel) in West Java, that is in Banjar City because the characteristic of Banjar City is the same with the characteristic that mention above (small city with potential business, economics, and trade area). The purpose of this research is to know the environmental factors that affect the hotel industry in Banjar City and also helps the investor to see the opportunities and challenges of hospitality business in Banjar City.
The hotel business is a business that uses a building or specially constructed buildings which provides everyone to stay, eat, and experience services and other facilities with charges (Badan Pusat Statistik, 2015) . To know the business hotel feasibility in Banjar City, are needed some analysis such as environmental analysis, marketing analysis, and so on. In this research, business feasibility analysis will be done with environmental analysis (external and internal), then investment capability from one of the developer company that is PT. X. The environmental factor is chosen because to develop a new business, the company should do an environmental analysis which can affect the business. In this research, the environmental analysis will be done by collecting complete documentation from any sources. While investments analysis will be done by interview with some people from PT. X and also collect its financial statements that needs to calculate business feasibility to get the number which indicates whether the hotel business is profitable or not.
Environmental analysis is divided into two parts, which are external and internal factor analysis. The external analysis will use PEST analysis (Politics, Economic, Social, and Technology) and Porter 5's Forces. PEST is a framework to analyze company's external factor that consists of politic, economic, social and technology. The use of PEST analysis for the company could anticipate the challenge and get opportunities to summarize the external environment in business operations (Peppard, 2002) .
External factor analysis also use 'Porter 5's Forces'. Porter 5's analysis is a framework to assist company to analyze factors that affect industry which can be useful to summarize external environment in business operations (QuickSTART Indonesia, 2016) . The factors consist of threat of new entry, competition among the existing companies, threat of substitute, bargaining power of buyer, and the bargaining power of supplier.
After knowing the environmental factors that affect the hotel business in Banjar City, the researcher will do a business feasibility assessment. The business feasibility is a study that assesses the benefits that come from a business activity. This analysis includes business continuity, stability, profitability from business, sub-business, and project. These things will provide financial benefits and decrease risks of failure when starting a new business.
To see the business feasibility of 'two-star' hotel in Banjar City, the researcher will focus on financial management where the business feasibility will be calculated based on some calculation tools such as other payback periods, IRR, and NPV. Payback Period (PP) method is an assessment technique on the investment payback period of a business project (Gitman, & Zuther, 2012) . IRR is an interest rate that will be received (PV Future Proceeds) equal to the present amount of capital expenditure (Gitman, & Zuther, 2011) . NPV (Net Present Value) is an analysis method that pays attention to the changes of the value of the money due to time factors; cash flow projection can be assessed now (the initial period of investment) by cutting the value by a reduction factor that is attributed to the cost of capital (interest percentages) (Gitman, & Zutter, 2012) .
To support the calculation, the researcher will collect financial planning report on PT. X that will be projected for 10 years. The financial statements that necessary to calculate the business feasibility that are income statement, balance sheet and statement of cashflow.
RESEARCH METHOD
Kindly find the figure 1 for planning research below. This research will begin with analyzing the external company factor, then internal company factor that the discussing in this research will be limited to financial analysis that sourced from PT. X financial statement. Operationalization of variables that shows in table 1 used to show the operation variables and the indicator (studied) in this research. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Data analysis technique will be done with PEST analysis, Porter 5's forces analysis and financial calculation analysis. To support the type of qualitative research that has been explained before, validity test and data validity are done by using triangulation technique. Triangulation data are validity and reability test for collecting data from a lot of sources and also to collect data in a different period (Sekaran & Bougie, 2013) . The researcher also does a comparison (Yin. 2011) , namely comparing the external data, which is hotel industry condition in Banjar City with feasibility investment based on the calculation that resulted from PT X investment planning.
PEST Analysis
PEST analysis is used to do a company external analysis. This analysis is used to find things that could affect the company from politic, economic, social, and technology aspects. The PEST analysis shows in the figure below :
Figure 2. PEST Framework for Hospitality Industry in Banjar City
Industry Analysis (Porter 5's Forces). Porter 5's Forces industry analysis describes the condition and existing competitive situation. When entering an industry, it is necessary to know the opportunities and threats. There are five powers in Five Forces which is a threat of substitute, threat of new entry, a power of buyers, a power of suppliers, and competitive rivalry.
Figure 3. Hospitality Industry Analysis in Banjar City based on Porter's Forces Framework

Financial Analysis
Financial Analysis in this research is based on the result of interview session with the owner and the employees of PT X which have been supported with some documentation from PT X. Several factors that support the financial analysis such as initial capital of PT X for developing the business hotel, sales planning of the hotel, expenses and costs that will be deployed based on data received from PT X, completed by projection data for 10 years ahead.
A financial aspect includes initial capital, operational cost, salary employees, and the prediction of income earning for the next ten years. The purpose of financial projection is to analyze the business ability to obtain a return on equity and to analyze the company's capability to generate profits. To see the company performance will be created the income statement for PT. X and also will be calculate the revenue estimation for 10 years.
Initial Capital. Initial capital that will be issued by PT X amounting IDR 10,640,200,000.00. The details of initial capital hotel show in the table 2 below. PT X plan to rent two types of room that is rooms and meeting rooms. The hotel restaurant can't be considered as the additional source of income because the restaurant is only for the hotel's guests. Sales projection will be created for 10 years ahead. For each sales group will be created three financial scenarios that are pessimistic, the most possible (most-likely), and optimistic. The pessimistic scenario has occupancy of rooms and meeting room at around 30%, the most-likely has occupancy at 50% and optimistic at 70%.
The hotel standard room rate per night is IDR 350,000 while for the family room is IDR 600,000. The rate is for the first year, when the hotel started to operate, the increase in the room rate is 5% per years adjusted to the inflation rate and the target of the company. The standard rooms consist of 22 units while the family room is only 1 unit.
The rate of meeting room in the hotel is IDR 2,000,000 for 3 hour durations. The rate is the price in the first year when the hotel starting to operate. The capacity of the meeting room is for 50 peoples and also has pre-function room. The increase in the meeting rooms rate at 5% per years based on inflation and target of PT X. Meeting room of PT. X consist of 1 room. The sales prediction based on 3 scenarios shows in the table 3 below. Total IDR 3,744,000,000.00 IDR 1,123,000,000.00 IDR 1,872,000,000.00 IDR 2,620,000,000.00
The value of net income based on income statement Table 4 below shows the net profits that will be receiving by PT X based on sales planning, total operating costs, and also after tax deduction at 10%. 270.271.111,89 7.715.691.410,85 2023 1.346.328.895,52 1.401.787.896,41 9.758.626.270,67 2024 1.675.233.633,51 1.491.373.251,51 11.876.397.877,41 2025 1.989.561.837,71 1.585.002.516,71 14.069.036.293,81 2026 2.284.501.729,38 1.682.736.059,23 16.336.201.908,29 2027 2.554.592.645,61 1.784.616.201,36 18.677.129.833,46 Total Cashflow After making the income statement (the net profit shown in table 4 above), the authors continue to make cash flow statement to help PT. X sees the business feasibility of hotels in Banjar City. The total cash flow from cash flow statement are shown in the table 5 below. Based on the analysis above, shown in table 6, the pessimistic scenario is not proper to use. Because of the values of NPV is negative (it means the negative cash flow is incompatible with the values of investment that has incurred) and IRR is lower than deposit rate (deposit rate is around 5%-7% nowadays).
Therefore, based on the value of business feasibility as calculated above (table 6) then PT X must lease at least 50% of the total amount of room that has been leased (50% occupancy). Return investment values (payback period) for 3-8 years is faster enough if compared with the average of investment return that is around 8-12 years. Most-Likely and Optimistic scenario is acceptable (the calculation shows a positive number) so that both scenarios are feasible to be run by PT. X if seen from the financial side,
CONCLUSION
Based on PEST analysis of the hospitality industry in Banjar, it is concluded that politic factor can be a threat to the owner of business hotel in Banjar because of the number of administrative things that must be prepared when building a hotel. While the other factors can be an opportunity that can be used, such as build a hotel in Banjar.
In other hand, analysis with Porter 5's Forces Framework showed that the competitor, the substitute, and customers become the factors that would be weaken and complicated the new businessmen in Banjar city. While new entry and suppliers factors have challenges and opportunities for the new hotel businessmen in Banjar City.
The result calculation of hotel business feasibility from PT X is the hotel investments in Banjar proper to run with the total capital around IDR 10,640,000,000 in about four years exclude payment dividend for the shareholders every year. But, this thing can be a consideration for hotel investors in developing cities. Because, the hotel in developing city also needs to be supported by maximizing the promotion (marketing) and adequate sales until the occupancy rate of the hotel can reach at least 50% so that the benefits can be felt by investors.
